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Abstract

The problem of action recognition and human activity
has been an active research area in Computer Vision and
Robotics. While full-body motions can be characterized
by movement and change of posture, no characterization,
that holds invariance, has yet been proposed for the de-
scription of manipulation actions. We propose that a fun-
damental concept in understanding such actions, are the
consequences of actions. There is a small set of funda-
mental primitive action consequences that provides a sys-
tematic high-level classification of manipulation actions. In
this paper a technique is developed to recognize these ac-
tion consequences. At the heart of the technique lies a
novel active tracking and segmentation method that mon-
itors the changes in appearance and topological struc-
ture of the manipulated object. These are then used in
a visual semantic graph (VSG) based procedure applied
to the time sequence of the monitored object to recognize
the action consequence. We provide a new dataset, called
Manipulation Action Consequences (MAC 1.0), which can
serve as testbed for other studies on this topic. Several ex-
periments on this dataset demonstrates that our method can
robustly track objects and detect their deformations and di-
vision during the manipulation. Quantitative tests prove the
effectiveness and efficiency of the method.

1. Introduction

Visual recognition is the process through which intelli-

gent agents associate a visual observation to a concept from

their memory. In most cases, the concept either corresponds

to a term in natural language, or an explicit definition in nat-

ural language. Most research in Computer Vision has fo-

cused on two concepts: objects and actions; humans, faces

and scenes can be regarded as special cases of objects. Ob-

ject and action recognition are indeed crucial since they are

the fundamental building blocks for an intelligent agent to

semantically understand its observations.

When it comes to understanding actions of manipulation,

the movement of the body (especially the hands) is not a

very good characteristic feature. There is great variability in

the way humans carry out such actions. It has been realized

that such actions are better described by involving a number

of quantities. Besides the motion trajectories, the objects in-

volved, the hand pose, and the spatial relations between the

body and the objects under influence, provide information

about the action. In this work we want to bring attention

to another concept, the action consequence. It describes the

transformation of the object during the manipulation. For

example during a CUT or a SPLIT action an object is di-

vided into segments, during a GLUE or a MERGE action

two objects are combined into one, etc.

The recognition and understanding of human manipula-

tion actions recently has attracted the attention of Computer

Vision and Robotics researchers because of their critical

role in human behavior analysis. Moreover, they naturally

relate to both, the movement involved in the action and the

objects. However, so far researchers have not considered

that the most crucial cue in describing manipulation actions

is actually not the movement nor the specific object under

influence, but the object centric action consequence. We can

come up with examples, where two actions involve the same

tool and same object under influence, and the motions of the

hands are similar, for example in “cutting a piece of meat”

vs. “poking a hole into the meat”. Their consequences are

different. In such cases, the action consequence is the key

in differentiating the actions. Thus, to fully understand ma-

nipulation actions, the intelligent system should be able to

determine the object centric consequences.

Few researchers have addressed the problem of action

consequences due to the difficulties involved. The main

challenge comes from the monitoring process, which calls

for the ability to continuously check the topological and ap-

pearance changes of the object-under-manipulation. Pre-

vious studies of visual tracking have considered challeng-

ing situations, such as non-rigid objects [8], adaptive ap-

pearance model [12], and tracking of multiple objects with

occlusions [24], but none can deal with the difficulties in-

volved in detecting the possible changes on objects during

manipulation. In this paper, for the first time, a system
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is implemented to conquer these difficulties and eventually

achieve robust action consequence detection.

2. Why Consequences and Fundamental Types
Recognizing human actions has been an active research

area in Computer Vision [10]. Several excellent surveys

on the topic of visual recognition are available ([21], [29]).

Most work on visual action analysis has been devoted to the

study of movement and change of posture, such as walk-

ing, running etc. The dominant approaches to the recog-

nition of single actions compute as descriptors statistics of

spatio-temporal interest points ([16], [31]) and flow in video

volumes, or represent short actions by stacks of silhouettes

([4], [34]). Approaches to more complex, longer actions

employ parametric approaches, such as Hidden Markov

Models [13], Linear Dynamical Systems [26] or Non-linear

Dynamical Systems [7], which are defined on extracted fea-

tures. There are a few recent studies on human manipulation

actions ([30], [14], [27]), but they do not consider action

consequences for the interpretation of manipulation actions.

Works like [33] emphasize the role of object perception in

action or pose recognition, but they focus on object labels,

not object-centric consequences.

How do humans understand, recognize, and even repli-

cate manipulation actions? Psychological studies on human

manners ([18] etc.) have pointed out the importance of ma-

nipulation action consequences for both understanding hu-

man cognition and intelligent system research. Actions, by
their very nature, are goal oriented. When we perform an

action, we always have a goal in mind, and the goal affects

the action. Similarly, when we try to recognize an action,

we also keep a goal in mind. The close relation between

the movement during the action and goal is reflected also

in language. For example, the word “CUT” denotes both

the action in which hands move up and down or in and out

with sharp bladed tools, and the consequence of the action,

namely that the object is separated. Very often, we can rec-

ognize an action purely by the goal satisfaction, and even

neglect the motion or the tools used. For example, we may

observe a human carry out movement with a knife, that is

”up and down”, but if the object remains as one whole, we

won’t draw the conclusion that a “CUT” action has been

performed. Only when the goal of the recognition process,

here “DIVIDE”, is detected, the goal satisfaction is reached

and a “CUT” action is confirmed. An intelligent system

should have the ability to detect the consequences of ma-

nipulation actions, in order to check the goal of actions.

In addition, experiments conducted in neuronscience

[25] show that a monkey’s mirror neuron system fires when

a hand/object interaction is observed, and it will not fire

when a similar movement is observed without hand/object

interaction. Recent experiments [9] further showed that the

mirror neuron regions responding to the sight of actions re-

sponded more during the observation of goal-directed ac-

tions than similar movements not directed at goals. These

evidences support the idea of goal matching, as well as the

crucial role of action consequence in the understanding of

manipulation actions.

Taking an object-centric point of view, manipulation ac-

tions can be classified into six categories according how the

object is transformed during the manipulation, or in other

words what consequence the action has on the object. These

categories are: DIVIDE, ASSEMBLE, CREATE, CON-

SUME, TRANSFER, and DEFORM. Each of these cate-

gories is denoted by a term that has a clear semantic mean-

ing in natural language given as follows:

• DIVIDE: one object breaks into two objects, or two at-

tached objects break the attachment;

• ASSEMBLE: two objects merge into one object, or two

objects build an attachment between them;

• CREATE: an object is brought to, or emerges in the visual

space;

• CONSUME: an object disappears from the visual space;

• TRANSFER: an object is moved from one location to

another location;

• DEFORM: an object has an appearance change.

To describe these action categories we need a formalism.

We use the visual semantic graph (VSG) inspired from the

work of Aksoy et. al [1]. This formalism takes as input

computed object segments, their spatial relationship, and

temporal relationship over consecutive frames. To provide

the symbols for the VSG, an active monitoring process (dis-

cussed in sec. 4) is required for the purpose of (1) tracking

the object to obtain temporal correspondence, and (2) seg-

menting the object to obtain its topological structure and

appearance model. This active monitoring (consisting of

segmentation and tracking) is related to studies on active

segmentation [20], and stochastic tracking ([11] etc.).

3. Visual Semantic Graph (VSG)
To define object-centric action consequences, a graph

representation is used. Every frame in the video is de-

scribed by a Visual Semantic Graph (VSG), which is rep-

resented by an undirected graph G(V,E, P ). The vertex set

|V | represents the set of semantically meaningful segments,

the edge set |E| represents the spatial relations between any

of the two segments. Two segments are connected when

they share parts of their borders, or when one of the seg-

ments is contained in the other. If two nodes v1, v2 ∈ V are

connected, E(v1, v2) = 1, otherwise, E(v1, v2) = 0. In ad-

dition, every node v ∈ V is associated with a set of proper-

ties P (v), that describes the attributes of the segment. This

set of properties provides additional information to discrim-

inate the different categories, and in principle many proper-

ties are possible. Here we use location, shape, and color.

We need to compute the changes of the object over time.
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In our formulation this is expressed as the change in the

VSG. At any time instance t, we consider two consecutive

VSGs, the VSG at time t − 1, denoted as Ga(Va, Ea, Pa)
and the VSG at time t, denoted as Gz(Vz, Ez, Pz). We then

define the following four consequences, where→ is used to

denote the temporal correspondence between two vertices,

� is used to denote no correspondence:

• DIVIDE: {∃v1 ∈ Va; v2, v3 ∈ Vz|v1 → v2, v1 →
v3)} or {∃v1, v2 ∈ Va; v3, v4 ∈ Vz|Ea(v1, v2) =
1, Ez(v3, v4) = 0, v1 → v3, v2 → v4} Condition (1)

• ASSEMBLE: {∃v1, v2 ∈ Va; v3 ∈ Vz|v1 → v3, v2 →
v3} or {∃v1, v2 ∈ Va; v3, v4 ∈ Vz|Ea(v1, v2) =
0, Ez(v3, v4) = 1, v1 → v3, v2 → v4} Condition (2)

• CREATE:{∀v ∈ Va; ∃v1 ∈ Vz|v � v1} Condition (3)
• CONSUME:{∀v ∈ Vz; ∃v1 ∈ Va|v � v1} Condition(4)
While the above actions can be defined purely on the ba-

sis of topological changes, there are no such changes for

TRANSFER and DEFORM. Therefore, we have to define

them through changes in property. In the following defini-

tions, PL represents properties of location, and PS repre-

sents properties of appearance (shape, color, etc.).

• TRANSFER:{∃v1 ∈ Va; v2 ∈ Vz|PL
a (v1) �= PL

z (v2)}
Condition (5)

• DEFORM: {∃v1 ∈ Va; v2 ∈ Vz|PS
a (v1) �= PS

z (v2)}
Condition (6)

Figure 1: Graphical illustration of the changes for Condi-
tion (1-6).

A graphical illustration for Condition (1-6) is shown in

Fig. 1. Sec. 4 describes how we find the primitives used in

the graph. A new active segmentation and tracking method

is introduced to 1) find correspondences (→) between Va

and Vz; 2) monitor location property PL and appearance

property PS in the VSG.

The procedure for computing action consequences, first

decides on whether there is a topological change between

Ga and Gz . If yes, the system checks whether Condition
(1) to Condition (4) are fulfilled and returns the correspond-

ing consequence. If no, the system then checks whether

Condition (5) or Condition (6) is fulfilled. If both of them

are not met, no consequence is detected.

4. Active Segmentation and Tracking
Previously, researchers have treated segmentation and

tracking as two different problems. Here we propose a new

method combining the two tasks to obtain the information

necessary to monitor the objects under influence. Our meth-

ods combines stochastic tracking [11] with a fixation based

active segmentation [20]. The tracking module provides a

number of tracked points. The locations of these points are

used to define an area of interest and a fixation point for the

segmentation, and the color in their immediate surroundings

are used in the data term of the segmentation module. The

segmentation module segments the object, and based on the

segmentation, updates the appearance model for the tracker.

Fig 2 illustrates the method over time, which is a dynami-

cally closed-loop process. We next describe the attention

based segmentation (sec. 4.1 - 4.4), and then the segmenta-

tion guided tracking (sec. 4.5).

Figure 2: Flow chart of the proposed active segmentation

and tracking method for object monitoring.

The proposed method meets two challenging require-

ments, necessary to detect action consequences: 1) the sys-

tem is able to track and segment objects when the shape

or color (appearance) changes; 2) the system is also able to

track and segment objects when they are divided into pieces.

Experiments in sec. 5.1 show that our method can handle

these requirements, while systems implementing indepen-

dently tracking and segmentation cannot.

4.1. The Attention Field

The idea underlying our approach is, that first a process

of visual attention selects an area of interest. Segmenta-

tion then is considered the process that separates the area

selected by visual attention from background by finding

closed contours that best separate the regions. The mini-

mization uses a color model for the data term and edges

in the regularization term. To achieve a minimization that

is very robust to the length of the boundary, edges are

weighted with their distance from the fixation center.

Visual attention, the process of driving an agent’s atten-

tion to a certain area, is based on both bottom-up processes

defined on low level visual features, and top-down pro-

cesses influenced by the agent’s previous experience [28].

Inspired by the work of Yang et al. [32], instead of using a

single fixation point in the active segmentation [20], here we

use a weighted sample set S = {(s(n), π(n))|n = 1 . . . N}
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to represent the attention field around the fixation point

(N = 500 in practice). Each sample consists of an ele-

ment s from the set of tracked points and a corresponding

discrete weight π where
∑N

n=1 π
(n) = 1.

Generally, any appearance model can be used to repre-

sent the local visual information around each point. We

choose to use a color histogram with a dynamic sampling

area defined by an ellipse. To compute the color dis-

tribution, every point is represented by an ellipse, s =
{x, y, ẋ, ẏ, Hx, Hy, Ḣx, Ḣy, } where x and y denote the lo-

cation, ẋ and ẏ the motion, Hx, Hy the length of the half

axes, and Ḣx, Ḣy the changes in the axes.

4.2. Color Distribution Model

To make the color model invariant to various textures

or patterns, a color distribution model is used. A function

h(xi) is defined to create a color histogram, which assigns

one of the m-bins to a giving color at location xi. To make

the algorithm less sensitive to lighting conditions, the HSV

color space is used with less sensitivity in the V channel

(8 × 8 × 4 bins). The color distribution for each fixation

point s(n) is computed as:

p(s(n))(u) = γ

I∑
i=1

k(||y − xi||)δ[h(xi)− u], (1)

where u = 1 . . .m, δ(.) is the Kronecker delta function,

and γ is the normalization term γ = 1∑I
i=1 k(||y−xi||) . k(.)

is a weighting function designed from the intuition that not

all pixels in the sampling region are equally important for

describing the color model. Specifically, pixels that are

farther away from the point are assigned smaller weights,

k(r) =

{
1− r2 if r < a
0 otherwise

, where the parameter a is

used to adapt the size of the region, and r is the distance

from the fixation point. By applying the weighting func-

tion, we increase the robustness of the color distribution by

weakening the influence from boundary pixels, which pos-

sibly belong to the background or are occluded.

4.3. Weights of the Tracked Point Set

In the following weighted graph cut approach, every

sample is weighted by comparing its color distribution with

the one of the fixation point. Initially a fixation point is se-

lected, later the fixation point is computed as the center of

the tracked point set. Let’s call the distribution at the fix-

ation point q, and the histogram of the nth tracked point,

p(s(n)). In assigning weights π(n) to the tracked points we

want to favor points whose color distribution is similar to

the fixation point. We use the Bhattacharyya coefficient

ρ[p, q] =
∑m

u=1

√
p(u)q(u) with m the number of bins to

weigh points by a Gaussian with variance σ (σ = 0.2 in

practice) and define π(n) as:

π(n) =
1√
2πσ

e−
d2

2σ2 =
1√
2πσ

e−
1−ρ[p(s(n)),q]

2σ2 . (2)

4.4. Weighted Graph Cut

The segmentation is formulated as a minimization that

is solved using graph cut. The unary terms are defined on

the tracked points on the basis of their color, and the binary

terms are defined on all points on the basis of edge infor-

mation. To obtain the edge information, in each frame, we

compute a probabilistic edge map IE using the Canny edge

detector. Consider every pixel x ∈ X in this edge map as

a node in a graph. Denoting the set of all the edges con-

necting neighboring nodes in the graph as Ω, and using the

label set l = 0, 1 to indicate whether a pixel x is “inside”

(lx = 0) or “outside” (lx = 1), we need to find a labeling

f(X) �−→ l , that minimizes the energy function:

Q(f) =
∑
x∈X

Ux(lx) + λ
∑

(x,y)∈Ω
Vx,yδ(lx, ly). (3)

Vx,y is the cost of assigning different labels to neighbor-

ing pixels x and y, which we defines as Vx,y = e−ηIE,xy+k,

with δ(lx, ly) =

{
1 if lx �= ly
0 otherwise

, λ = 1, η = 1000, k =

10−16, IE,xy = (IE(x)/Rx + IE(y)/Ry)/2, Rx, Ry are

the euclidean distances between the x, y and the center of

the tracked point set St. We use them as weights to make

the segmentation robust to the length of the contours.

Ux(lx) is the cost of assigning label lx to pixel x. In

our system, we have a set of points St, and for each sample

s(n), there is a weight π(n). The weight itself indicates the

likelihood that the area around that fixation point belongs

to the “inside” of the object. It becomes straightforward

to assign weights π(n) to the pixel s(n), which are tracked

points as follows: Ux(lx) =

{
Nπ(n) if lx = 1
0 otherwise

. We

assume that pixels on the boundary of a frame are “outside”

of the object, and assign to them a large weight W = 1010:

Ux(lx) =

{
W if lx = 0
0 otherwise

. Using this formulation, we

run a graph cut algorithm [5] on each frame. Fig. 3a illus-

trates the procedure on a texture-rich natural image from the

Berkeley segmentation dataset [19].

Two critical limitations of the previous active segmenta-

tion method [20] in practice are: 1) the segmentation perfor-

mance largely varies under different initial fixation points;

2) the segmentation performance also is strongly affected

by texture edges, which often leads to a segmentation of

object parts. Fig. 3b shows that our proposed segmentation

method is robust to the choice of initial fixation point, and

only weakly affected by texture edges.
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Figure 3: Upper: (1) Sampling of tracked points sampling

and filtering; (2) Weighted graph cut. Lower: Segmentation

with different initial fixations. Green Cross: initial fixation.

4.5. Active Tracking

At the very beginning of the monitoring process, a Gaus-

sian sampling with mean at the initial fixation point and

variances σx, σy is used to generate the initial point set S0.

When a new frame comes in, the point set is propagated

through a stochastic tracking paradigm:

st = Ast−1 + wt−1, (4)

where A denotes the deterministic, and wt−1 the stochastic

component. In our implementation, we have considered a

first order model for A, which assumes that the object is

moving with constant velocity. The reader is referred to [23]

for details. The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1 Active tracking and segmentation

Require: Given the tracked point set St−1 and the target

model qt−1, perform the following steps:

1. SELECT N samples from the set St−1 with proba-

bility π
(n)
t−1. Fixation points with a high weight may be

chosen several times, leading to identical copies, while

others with relatively low weights may not be chosen at

all. Denote the resulting set as S′t−1;

2. PROPAGATE each sample from S′t−1 by a linear

stochastic differential eq. 4. Denote the new set as St

3. OBSERVE the color distributions for each sample of

St using eq. 1. Weigh each sample using eq. 2.

4. SEGMENTATION using the weighted sample set.

Apply the weighted graph cut algorithm described in

sec. 4.4. and get the segmented object area M .

5. UPDATE the target distribution qt−1 by the area M to

achieve the new target distribution qt.

4.6. Incorporating Depth and Optical Flow

It is easy to extend our algorithm to incorporate depth

(for example from Kinect) or image motion flow informa-

tion. Depth information can be used in a straightforward

way during two crucial steps. 1) As described in sec. 4.2,

we can add in depth information as another channel in the

distribution model. In preliminary experiments we used 8
bins for the depth, to obtain in RGBD space a model with

8× 8× 4× 8 bins. 2) Depth can be used to achieve cleaner

edge maps, IE , in the segmentation step 4.4.

Optical flow can be incorporated to provide cues for the

system to predict the movement of edges to be used for the

segmentation step in the next iteration, and the movement of

the points in the tracking step. We performed some exper-

iments using the optical flow estimation method proposed

by Brox [6] and the improved implementation by Liu [17].

Optical flow was used in the segmentation by first pre-

dicting the contour of the object in the next frame, and then

fusing it with the next frame’s edge map. Fig. 4a shows an

example of an edge map improved by optical flow. Optical

flow was incorporated into tracking by replacing the first or-

der velocity components for each tracked point in matrix A
(eq. 4) by its flow component. Fig. 4b shows that the op-

tical flow drives the tracked points to move along the flow

vectors into the next frame.

Figure 4: (a): Incorporating optical flow into segmentation.

(b): Incorporating optical flow into tracking.

5. Experiments
5.1. Deformation and Division

To show that our method can segment challenging cases,

we first demonstrate its performance for the case of de-
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forming and dividing objects. Fig. 5a shows results for a

sequence with the main object deforming, and Fig. 5b for

a synthetic sequence with the main object dividing. The

ability to handle deformations comes from the updating of

the target model using the segmentation of previous frames.

The ability to handle division comes from the tracked point

set that is used to represent the attention field (sec. 4.1),

which guides the weighted graph cut algorithm (sec. 4.4).

Figure 5: (a): Deformation Invariance: upper: state-of-the-

art appearance based tracking [2]; middle: tracking without

updating target model; lower: updating target model. (b):

Division Invariance: synthetic cell division sequence.

5.2. The MAC 1.0 Dataset

To quantitatively test our method, we collected a dataset

of several RGB+Depth image sequences of humans per-

forming different manipulation actions. In addition, several

sequences from other publicly available datasets ([1], [22]

and [15]) were included to increase the variability and make

it more challenging. Since the two action consequences

CREATE and CONSUME (sec.2) relate to the existence of

the object and would require a higher level attention mecha-

nism, which is out of this paper’s scope, we did not consider

them. For the other four consequences, six sequences were

collected each to make the first Manipulation Action Con-

sequence (MAC 1.0) dataset.1.

5.3. Consequence Detection on MAC 1.0

We first evaluated the method’s ability in detecting the

various consequences. Consequences happen in an event

based manner. In our description, a consequence is detected

1The dataset is available at www.umiacs.umd.edu/˜yzyang.

using the VSG graph at a point in time, if between two con-

secutive image frames one of the conditions listed in sec. 3

is met. For example, a consequence is detected for the case

of DIVIDE, when one segment becomes two segments in

the next frame (Fig. 6), or for the case of DEFORM, when

one appearance model changes to another (Fig. 8). We ob-

tained ground truth by asking people not familiar with the

purpose to label the sequences in MAC 1.0.

Fig. 6, 7, 8 show typical example active segmentation

and tracking, the VSG graph, and the corresponding mea-

sures used to identify the different action consequences, as

well as the final detection result along the time-line are il-

lustrated. Specifically, for DIVIDE we monitor the change

in the number of segments, for ASSEMBLE we monitor the

minimum Euclidean distance between the contours of seg-

ments, for DEFORM we monitor the change of appearance

(color histogram and shape context [3]) of the segment, and

for TRANSFER we monitor the velocity of the object. Each

of the measurements is normalized to the range of [0, 1] for

the ROC analysis. The detection is evaluated, by counting

the correct detections over the sequence. For example, for

the case of DIVIDE, at any point in time we have either the

detection, “not divided” or “divided”. For the case of AS-

SEMBLE , we have either the detection “two parts assem-

bled” or “nothing assembled”, and for DEFORM, we have

either “deformed” or “nor deformed”. The ROC curves

obtained are shown in Fig. 9. The graphs indicate that

our method is able to correctly detect most of the conse-

quences. Several failures point out the limitations of our

method as well. For example, for the PAPER-JHU sequence

the method has errors in detecting DIVIDE, because the part

that was cut out, connects visually with the rest of the pa-

per. For the CLOSE-BOTTLE sequence our method fails

for ASSEMBLE because the small bottle cap is occluded

by the hand. However, our method detects that an ASSEM-

BLE event happened after the hand move away.

5.4. Video Classification on MAC 1.0

We also evaluated our method on the problem of clas-

sification, although the problem of consequence detection

is quite different from the problem of video classification.

We compared our method with the state-of-the-art STIP +

Bag of Words + classification (SVM or Naive Bayes). The

STIP features for each video in the MAC 1.0 dataset were

computed using the method described in [16]. For classifi-

cation we used a bag of words + SVM and a Naive Bayes

method. The dictionary codebook size was 1000, and a

polynomial kernel SVM with a leave-one-out cross valida-

tion setting was used. Fig. 10 shows that our method dra-

matically outperforms the typical STIP + Bag of Words +

SVM and the Naive Bayes learning methods. However, this

does not come as a surprise. The different video sequences

in an action consequence class contain different objects and
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Figure 9: ROC curve of each sequence by categories: (a) TRANSFER, (b) DEFORM, (c) DIVIDE, and (d) ASSEMBLE.

Figure 6: “Division” detection on “cut cucumber” se-

quence. Upper row: Original sequence with segmentation

and tracking; Middle and lower right: VSG representations;

Lower left: Division consequences detection.

Figure 7: “Assemble” detection on “make sandwich 1” se-

quence; 1st row: Original sequence with segmentation and

tracking; 2nd row: VSG representation; 3rd row: Distance

between each two segments (red line: bread and cheese,

magenta line: bread and meat, blue line: cheese and meat;

4th row: Assemble consequence detection.

different actions and thus different visual features, and are

Figure 8: “Deformation” detection on “close book 1” se-

quence; 1st row: Original sequence with segmentation and

tracking; 2nd row: VSG representation; 3rd row: appear-

ance description (here color histogram) of each segment;

4th row: measurement of appearance change; 5th row: De-

formation consequence detection.

therefore not well suited for standard classification. On the

other hand, our method has been specifically designed for

the detection of manipulation action consequences all the

way from low-level signal processing through the mid-level

semantic representation to high-level reasoning. Moreover,

different from a learning based method, it does not rely on

training data. After all, the method stems from the insight

of manipulation action consequences.

Figure 10: Video classification performance comparison.
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6. Discussion and Future Works
A system for detecting action consequences and classify-

ing videos of manipulation action according to action con-

sequences has been proposed. A dataset has been provided,

which includes both data that we collected and eligible ma-

nipulation action video sequences from other publicly avail-

able datasets. Experimental results were performed that val-

idate our method, and at the same time point out several

weaknesses for future improvement.

For example, to avoid the influence from the manipulat-

ing hands, especially occlusions caused by hands, a hand

detection and segmentation algorithm can be applied. Then

we can design a hallucination process to complete the con-

tour of the occluded object under manipulation. Prelimi-

nary results are shown in Fig. 11. However, resolving the

ambiguity between occlusion and deformation from visual

analysis is a difficult task that requires further attention.

Figure 11: A hallucination process of contour completion

(paint stone sequence in MAC 1.0). Left: original segments;

Middle: contour hallucination with second order polynomi-

als fitting (green lines); Right: final hallucinated contour.
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